
SURVEY REPORT 

TDATE:16 February 2017 

VENUE: SAHAKAR NAGAR 

On Thursday 16  February  me and my group had when for survey. The name of the place 
was Sahakarnagar and area- saibabanagar in the group of two people and our incharge was 
PreetiMaam. When we were doing our survey the children over there were specially migrants 
from UttarPradesh . When we were  asking questions to the parents some of the parents gave 
answer and some of the parents were not interested in giving the answers and parents didn’t 
even know what is the circumstances of their  child . One of the parent when I was asking her 
questions she said ”tumhekuchkamnhihai par mujehaijamera time waste mat kar” .Then I 
when further then some of parents told that our children are provided with all the facilities 
from school and some of the children who were present in house they said that midday meal 
is not good once they had found rat’s tail in khicadi  and they had complaint to their 
respective teacher then teacher said “jomilatahaikhanekanahitohghar se lekeaana”.  So 
children get tiffins from their house .Clhildren also told that sometimes they get dal and rice 
in meal but the dal contains lots of water in it and in rice stones are they and they also said 
that teacher’s are regular  but they never make use of teaching aids or any other aids. 

DATE:17 February 2017 

VENUE: SHIVAJI NAGAR 

On 17 February Friday  me and my group had when had for surveryin Shivaji Nagar . The 
experience was good and the parents were also coordinating with us the parents were mostly 
not educated in the family . In some cases I found that from their grandparents till now no 
one is educated their children are going to school but they are not interested in studing. Their 
houses were also small and in that house 13 to 14 people were living. The children said that 
teacher’s are not coming mostly are teacher’s are going for training midday meal is worst and 
some of the teacher’s also beat them all the time  and some of the teachers gossip all the time 
and don’t teach and toilet is not clean and in class sometimes eve rats are their . The people 
over their use public toilet and have to pay 20 to 30rs per month. And therefore some parents 
said that hamarakyafaydakuchnhihogahamarebachhoka? Hum 
gariblogokakakuchnhihoga..and therefore  my experience was good  to know the scenario of 
BMC school going children .. 
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